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Abstract. Deposits of the Gzhelian-Asselian Stages were rec-
ognised by fusulinid occurrences in the upper part of the Sardar For-
mation (Zaladu Member) of the Ozbak Kuh region, East Iran. These
deposits cannot be referred to the Bage-Vang Formarion, which con-
tains Bolorian fusulinids of the early Permian and lies at the base
of a transgressive carbonate sequence. The results obtained in the
Carboniferous-Permian section of East Iran are similar to those of
western and southern Tethys. Everywhere the Asselian and, locally,
the Sakmarian deposits are closely related to the Upper Carbonifer-
ous ones. After the late Sakmarian-Yakhtashian regression, carbon-
ate platforms were formed from the Bolorian time through the Late
Permian. The Zaladu Member contains 10 genera - Rauserites, Kush-
anella (? ), Schelltuienìa, Anderssonites (?), Praep se ud.ofusulina, Quasi
triticites, Ruzbenzevites, Paraschu-agerina, .Dseudoschu^agerina, Sphaer-
oschuagerina (?) and 3Z species and subspecies of fusulinids. New
species and subspecies are described: Rauserites infrequentis, R. ta-
basensis, R. fusoideus, R. inobsercabilú, À (?) persicus, Quasitriticites
iranícus, Ruzbenzetites zaladuensis zaladuensis, R. zaladuensis bretis,
and R. ferganensis curtus.
Riassunto. Rocce dei piani Gzheliano e Asseliano sono state
riconosciute in base ai fusulinidi nella parte superiore della Formazio-
ne Sardar (Membro Zaladr), nella regione dell'Ozbak Kuh nell'Iran
orientale. Questi depositi non possono essere attribuiti alla Forma-
zione Bage-Vang, che contiene fusulinidi Boloriani del Permiano infe-
riore e si tror.a alla base di una successione carbonatica trasgressiva. I
risultati ottenuti nella sezione Carbonifero-Permiana dell'Iran orien-
tale rìproducono i dati della Tetide occidentale e meridionale. Ovun-
que l'Asseliano e localmente anche i sedimenti del Sakmanano sono
strettamente connessi con quelli del Carbonifero superiore. Dopo il
tardo Sakmariano-Yakhtashiano, si formarono piattaforme carbona-
tiche dal Boloriano sino al Permiano superiore. Il membro Zaladu
contiene 10 generi di fusulinidi: Rauserites, Kushanella (?), Scbelkt,ie-
nia, Anderssonites (?), Praepseudofusulina, Quasitriticites, Ruzbenze
v- it e s, Par a s c hu' age r i n a, P s e u d o s c b u a ge r in a, S p h a er o s c h ro a ger i na (? ) e
37 specie o sottospecie di fusulinidi. Sono descritte le seguenti specie
e sottospecie nuove di fusulinidi: Rauserites infrequentis, R. tabasen-
sis, R. fusoideus, R. inobseruabilri, R. (?) persicus, Quasitriticites inni-
cus, Ruzhenzevites zaladuensis zaladuensis, R. zaladuensis bret;is, and
R. ferganensis curtws.
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Introduction
The most complete Carboniferous-Permian se-
quences of East Iran are exposed in the Ozbak-Kuh
and Shirgesht areas (north of Tabas) and in the Kuh-e-
Shotori (east and southeast of Tabas) (Stòcklin 1971).
The geological development and the Carboniferous-
Permian stratigraphy of the region were outlined during
the geological mapping in the 1960s and described in a
number of pubiications (Stócklin et aI. 1965; Ruttner et
al. 1.968, 1.97A). Later, the data on rhe Upper Paleozoic
stratigràphy were summartzed by Stepanov (1971)
and in the Stratigraphic Lexicon of Iran (Stòcklin
1.971). Partoazar (1995) published a synthesis on the
Permian deposits of Iran including the Carboniferous-
Permian sequences of the' Tabas area. According to
these publications, the Carboniferous-Permian section
comprises three formations: Shishtu, Sardar and Jamal.
The Shishtu Formation is composed mostly of Devonian
deposits but its uppermost beds belong to the Tournaisian
Stage of the Lower Carboniferous (Mississippian). The
Sardar Formation corresponds to the remaining part
of the Carboniferous and, probably, basal Permian.
The Jamal Formation is entirely Permian in age. Some
attempts were made to subdivide the Sardar and Jamal
formations. It was suggested to distinguish two members
- Sardar 1 and Sardar 2 (Ruttner & Stocklin 1966). Their
mutual boundary is not distinct, but Stepanov (1971)
thinks that it coincides approximately with the .Lower-
Middle Carboniferous (Dinantian-Silesian) boundary'.
Parroazar (1995) distinguished the lowermost part of the
Jamal Formation as an independent unit, named Bage-
Vang, which he referred to the Asselian-Sakmarian.
In the year 2000, Taheri studied two sections, which
were thoroughly sampled for microfauna. The Zaladu sec-
tion is located in the Ozbak-Kuh Mountains (Fig. 1) and the
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Fig. 1 - lndex map of studied area with the localities of the Zaladu scction
Bage-Vang section is situated to the sourh, in the Shirgesht
area. The samples from both sections were processed in the
Geological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
(Moscow), where about 600 oriented thin sections were
prepared. The thin sections contain abundant fusulinids and
small foraminifera. Their analysis allows unambiguous dat-
ing of the Jamal Fm. and the upper part of the Sardar Fm.
The fusulinid collection from the Zaladtt section is stored
in the Geological Institute (GIN) of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, collection number GIN 4223.
This article presents the results of investigations
of the upper part of the Sardar Formation of the Zaladu
section, which yielded abundant fusulinid assemblages,
characteristic of the Llppermost Carboniferous and the
Asselian Stage of the Lower Permian. Ve called Zaladu
Member this part of the Sardar Formation and we de-
scribe its tvDe-section.
General characteristics of the Zaladu
section
The section is located on the
Tigh-Madanu mountain, near the vil-
lage of Gushkamaq in the Ozbak-
Kuh region (Fig. t). It is a key sec-
tion for establishing the upper limit
of the Sardar Fm. The type section of
the formation, located in the Kuh-e-
Shotori Range (Stócklin et al. 1965),
is composed mainly of shallow-water
shales and sandstones with rare thin
limestone interbeds. The latter no-
ticeably increase in frequency in the
Zaladu section. According to Partoa-
zar (1995), the Sardar Formation is
divisible into three parts correspond-
ing to three sedimentary cycles. The
first cycle begins with reddish brown
sandstones and quartzites, which are
abruptly replaced by organogenic lime-
stones (beds 1-4 of Partoazar; not con-
sidered in this paper); the second cy-
cle is marked by thin conglomerates
replaced upward by green shales with
thin interbeds of sandstones and lime-
stoóès (bed S ofPartoazar); the third
cycle starts again with red conglom-
erates passing upwards to sandstones,
shales and fusulinid limestones (beds
6 and 7 of Partoazar). According to
Parroazar, the first and second cycles
embrace the interval from the Visean
to the Moscovian. The deposits of the
r Li.J 
"'""1" . "r" 'ol.r "d to the As.e-
lian-Sakmarian interval of the Early
Permian. As shown below, this dating
of the uppermost part of the Sardar
Formation was correct, although Partoazar's inference
was based on the wrong prerequisites: he correlated this
part of the section to the Bage-Vang Formation on rhe
basis of incorrect dating of fusulinids from this formation
as Asselian-Sakmarian. However, Kahler (1924) found
previor-rsly in the same location the fusulinids Misellina,
Cbalaroschzt,agerina and others forms, which indicated the
Bolorian age of the Bage-Vang Fm. in its type section.
So, neither the data of Partoazar (1995) nor the
earlier data of Stòcklin et al. (1965), Ruttner et al. (1968,
1920), Stepanov (1971), and Kahler (1974) can define
the age of the upper limit of the Sardar Fm. Except for
the beds correlated with the Bage-Vang Fm., Partoazar
determined the Sardar Fm. to be not younger than the
Moscovian Stage. On the contrary, according to Kahler
(1974), the Sardar Fm. spans not only the entire Carboni-
ferous, but also the Lower Permian, up to the Artinskian
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Stage. In order to elucidate the problem, we studied the
deposits of the third sedimentary cycle (Fig. 2), whose
lower part was correlate d by Partoazar to the Bage-Vang
Formation. These deposits are recognized by us as the
Zaladu Member.
The Zaladu Member. 85 m thick. consists of two
parts (Fig. 2). The lower part (50 m thick) is composed
of an alternation of conglomerates and sandstones, and
reddish brown and light green mudstones and siltstones,
which increase in abundance upsection. Thin sandy limes-
tones, which grade into fine-bedded bioclastic deposits,
appear at the top. The limestones contain fragments of
brachiopod shells and crinoid columnals. No fusulinids
were found.
The predomìnantly carbonate upper part of the
Za\adu Member (35 m thick) is made of limestones that
are thick bedded at the base and medium and fine bed-
ded towards the top, where they are
bioconstructed and biociastic, locally
ferruginous, and reddish colored. At
the top there are thin shale interbeds.
The limestones yielded remains of bra-
chiopods, corals, bryozoans, crinoids,
and aigae. Abundant fusulinids are 1o-
cally rock-forming.
The relatioships of the Zaladt
Member with the underlying deposits
is unclear. Partoazar (1995) supposed a
significant unconformity and a hiatus
corresponding to the entire Kasimov-
ian and Gzhelian. He did not present
any paleontological evidence, but his
hypothesis looks very probable due
to the presence of basal conglomer-
ates and generally transgressive litho-
logical changes along the section. An
indirect evidence is provided by a fu-
sulinid-proved hiatus corresponding to
the Kasimovian and most part of Gzhe-
lian stages in a section in the Anorak
area, 3OO km to the south-west of the
section under consideration (unpub-
lished data).
The Zaladu Member is covered
by. thiek-bedded and massive dolo-
mites, which are usually referred to
the Jamal Fm. According ro Partoazar
(1995), the upper carbonate part of
what we define as Zaladu Member be-
longs also to the Jamal Fm. This issue
wili be considered in detail belovr.
Fusulinid assemblages and age of the
Zaladu Member
Ve found fusulinids in the upper 15 m of the ZaI-
adu Member. Sixteen samples (289-2133) were collect-
ed at one-meter intervals and 260 oriented thin secrions
were prepared. The fusulinids found form three assem-
blages. The oldest assemblage (Rauserites-Ruzbenzevites)
characterizes the largest part of this portion of the sec-
tion (samplesZ89-21.08) (Fig. Z). The second assemblage
is very poor and recognized in sample 2125. The third
assemblage (Pseudoscbwagerina) is confined to the up-
permost five meters (sampies 2126-2133). A complete
list of species and their stratigraphic ranges are given in
Table 1.
The most characteristic forms of the first assem-
blage (Rauserites-Ruzhenzeaites) are diverse and abun-
dant species of the genus Rauserites and abundant, but
less diverse, representatives of the genus Rwzbenzeoites.
The latter is dominated by the typical species Ruzhen-
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Fig. 2 - Zaladu section witb the location of studìed samples.
Fusulinids Gzhelian
Asselian
z,89-Z't08 2125 2126-Z133
Rauserifes
pri m itiv u s (Rozovskaya) +
variabilis Rozovskaya +
i m mutabi l i s lScherbovich) +
e I ong ati ss i m u s (Rozovskaya) +
jucundus Leven +
/ucldus (Rause r-C h ernou sova) +
postarcti c u s (Rauser-Chernousova) +
i shi mbaji (Rozovskaya) +
quentillus (Zolotova) +
exllis Rozovskaya +
aff. pseudo/axus (lgo) +
samaricus (Rauser-Chernousova) +
afî. sa mari c u s (Rauser-Chernousova) +
infrequentis n. sp +
fabasensls n. sp. +
lnobservabllis n. sp. +
fusoldes n. sp. +
sp.1 +
sp.2 +
Rauserífes (?)
perslcus persrcus sp. et subsp. nov. +
perslcus compactus sp. et subsp. nov. +
Kushanella (?) sp. +
Anderssonites (?)
aft. anderssoni simplex (Konovalova) +
Schellwienia
ore n b u rg e n s i s (Dobrokhotova) +
aff . dlssrml/rs (Scherbovich) +
afî. m ode sta (Scherbovich) +
Praepseudof usulina
rkensls (Dobrokhotova) +
Pseudolusulina Q\
macilenta Leven +
aîL macilenta Leven +
Quasftriticífes
rranlcus n. sp. +
Ruzhenzevites
f e rg a ne n s i s ferganensis (Dutkevitch) + +
ferganensis curtus n. subsp. +
subcyl ind ricus (Bensh) + +
parasolidus (Bensh) +
zaladuensis zaladuensis so. et subso.nov + +
zaladuensis brevls sp. et subsp. nov. + +
Paraschwagerina
cf. t/anshnensls (Chang) +
Pseudoschwagerina
ve le b iti ca Kochansky-Devide +
parabeedei Ross +
uddeni (Beede et Kniker) +
Sphaeroschwagerina (?) sp. +
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zevites ferganensis (Dutkevich),
which is widespread in the Tethy-
an region from the Cí.ì\ elps i"
the west to South China in the east,
and characteristic of the uppermost
Carboniferous deposits. Beds with
R. ferganensls of southern Fergana
and Darvaz, which are recognized
as an independent zone, are correl-
ative with the Daixina sokensis Zone
of the Gzhelian Stage of East Euro-
pean platform, according to Bensh
(1972) and Davydov (in Chuvashov
et al. 1986). Although Ruzhenzeaites
were not found in the platform sec-
tions, such forms as Daixina, Rw-
go s ofu s wlin a, D utk ev itcb ia, Triti c ite s,
Raus erite s, S ch ellu ien ia, Qwas ifu s wli -
na, are similar to the fusulinids of
the Ruzbenzevites ferganensis Zone
of Central Asia. Except for Raw-
serites and Scbellwienia, the genera
listed were not found in the Zaladu
section. This imparts to this assem-
blage a peculiar, probably provin-
cial, habit.
Abundant fusulinids (mostly
Rausòittes) associated wìth Rwzhen-
zepites indicate the Late Pennsyl-
vanian age of the enclosing beds,
but the association of the Zaladu
section is more archaic than that
of the RuzhenzeoLites ferganensis
Zone of Darvaz and Fergana. This
is evidenced, first of ail, by the ab-
sence of relatively advanced genera,
such as Daixina, Rugosofwswlina,
Dwthevitchia, and Jigwlites. In addi-
tion. among rhe Rauserites species.
there are three species - R. aariabi-
/ls Rozovskaya, R. exilis Rozovskay4
and R. s amari c us (Rauzer-Chernous -
ova) of Kasimovian age and five
species, i.e. R. elongatissimus (Ro-
zovskaya), R. lucidws Leven, R. pos-
tarcticws (Rauzer-Chernousova), and
R. ishimbaji (Rozovskaya) character-
istic of the lower half of the Gzhelian
Stage. Only R. immutabills (Scher-
bovich) was described earlier from
the upper Gzhelian deposits (Beds
with Pseudofwswlina of the Caspian
region) (Scherbovich 1969). Other
species of the genus Rauserites are
new or cannot be identified exactly.
It is worth noting the presence of aTab. 1 List of fusulinids from the studied section.
single form similar to the Kasimovian Kushanella in as-
sociation with Rauserites.
Thus, becaus e of Rawseriter, this assemblage can be
dated as early Gzhelian, assuming that Rwzhenzeaites ap-
peared there earlier than the commonly considered time.
Flowever, because the beds with the Rauserites-Ruzhen-
ze'e,ites assemblage lie directly under the beds with Asse-
lian fusulinids, they are more likely of late Gzhelian age.
Rauserites seems to bear the archaic character probably
because the Iranian species of this genus have not been
adequately studied so far, which hampers their correla-
tion to the species from East European standard sections.
This is confirmed by the fact that Rauserites were accom-
panied by forms similar to the late Gzhelian Schellzuienia
modesta lScherbovich) and Anderssonites anserssoni sim-
plex (Konovalova) and by forms with outlined axial filling
(such as Rauserites ? persicus n. sp.), which are not char-
acteristic of beds older than the late Gzhelian.
The second assemblage (sample 2125) sharply drf-
fers from the Rauserites-Ruzhenzevires assemblage. The
previously dominating species of Rauserites are absent
and the gents Ruzhenzeaites is represented by forms
with more intensive septal fluting than that of Ruzben-
zepites ferganensis (Dutkevich). These forms are identi-
fied as Ruzhenzevites zaladwensis n. sp. The assemblage
contains abundant Praepseudofwsulina ileensis (Dobrokho-
tova), which characterize the uppermost Gzhelian (the
Daixina bosbytauensis Zone) and the basal Asselian of
the E,ast European platform andDarvaz. The transitional
forms betwe en Triticites and Pseudoscb',uagerina also ap-
pear, Similar forms were described from the Gzhelian-As-
selian boundary beds of South China and distinguished
as the genus Qwasitriticites (Zhuang, 1984). Thus, this as-
semblage seems to be transitionai Gzhelian-Asselian, but
more likely it is of early Asselian age because the overly-
ing depos its contain P s e wdo s chru ager ina species previously
unknown in beds older than the middle Asselian.
The third (Pseudoscbwagerina) assemblage (sam-
plesZ126-2131) is the typical Asselian (middle Asselian)
association, as evidenced by the presence of widespread
species, such as Pseudoschl.uagerina parabeecleiRoss, P ucl-
deni (Beede 8r Kniker) and P velebitica Kochansky-Devi-
dé. These forms are associated u..ith abundant Ruzhen-
zez,ites represented by the new species R. zaladuensis n.
sp., as well as by R. parasolidus (Bensh). The latter is
known from the Asselian beds of Fergana. The presence
of typical Paraschwagerina and Sphaeroschwagerìna (?) is
not in disagreement with the Asselian age of the enclos-
ine deposits.
Contrary to the Gzhelian-Asselian dating of the up-
per part of the Zaladu Member, the age of its lower part
cannot be defined with certainty. Most likely, the lower
boundary of the Zaladu Member does not lie below the
base of the Kasimovian deposits. A likeiy interruption
in sedimentation prior to the accumulation of the basal
sandstones and conglomerates suggests the possibility
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that the Kasimovian Stage is missing entirely or partly
from the section. Until this issue is clarified, the Zaladu
Member should be considered to be Kasimovian (?) -As-
selian in age.
The age of the dolomites crowning the Zaladu sec-
tion is not well defined. If we suppose that they lie con-
formably on the middle Asselian beds of the Zaladu Mem-
ber, they should be dated as late Asselian-Sakmarian. In
this case, they cannot beiong to the Jamal Fm. because
the basal Bage-Vang Member of the Jamal Formation is of
Bolorian age, i. e. much younger than Asselian-Sakmar-
ian. F{owever, there may be a latent stratigraphic hiatus
between the dolomites and the ZaladsMember. This jus-
tifies referring the dolomites of the Zaladu section to the
Jamal Fm., which elsewhere has an unconformable ero-
sional contact with the underlying deposits. In this case
the age of the dolomites can be considered Late Permian,
oq possibly, Bolorian- Late Permian.
Correlation
We have no data to recognize theZaladu Member
outside the section under consideration. According to
Stòcklin (1971), the uppermost limestone of the Sardar
Formation occurs only in the northern Tabas area, where
the Zaladu section is located. To the south, the upper
part of the formation is cómposed of sandy-shaly facies.
Because the latter cannot be dated exactl)r, it is unclear
whether the carbonate facies are replaced southward by
the sandy-shaly deposits or they are cut off by the un-
conformity that separates the Sardar and Jamal forma-
tions. This hypothesis is supported by the presence, in
some sections, of coal-bearing interbeds at the boundary
between these formations (Stócklin 1971). This suggests
a temporary uplift of this region and some interruption
in sedimentation.
Outside East Iran, the Zaladt Member approxi-
mately corresponds in age and stratigraphic position to
the Vazhnan Formation of the Abadeh region (Central
Iran) and Dorud Formation of Central Alborz (Fig. 3). Ac-
cording to the data of Beghbani (l993, 1997),the Vazhnan
Formation, formed by alternating sandstones, shales, and
limestones rests on the erosional surface of fusulinid-bear-
ing beds of the Moscovian stage. The formation is overlain
by transgressive limestones of the Surmaq Formation with
bas al coars e- grained s ands tone s (Tar az 19 7 4 ; Iranian-Japa-
nese Group 1981). The presence of Pseudoschraagerina and
Robustoschwagerina(?) in the middle and upper parts of
the Vazhnan Formation indicates the Asselian-Sakmarian
age, but its lower part may belong to the Gzhelian Stage.
Fusulinids of the lowermost beds of the Surmaq Forma-
tion (Pamirina, M isellina, Chalaroschwagerina, Daroasites)
(Taraz 1,974; Kobayashi t< Ishii 2001) are represented by
the same forms present in the bottom part of the Jamal
Formation (Bage-Vang Member) of East lran. They are
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Fig' 3 - Correlation of the Zaladu section with the other sections of Iran and Transcaucasra.
characteristic of the Bolorian srage of the Lower Permian.
The Yakhtashian stage is missing, similarly to the Zaladu
section of the region under considerarion.
Like the Zaladu Member, the Dorud Formation of
Centrai Alborz is composed of basal red-brown sand-
stones and variegated shales, which pass upward to bio-
clastic limestones conraining Asselian Pseud.oschwagerina
(Fig. 3). The limestones are overlain by quartzitic sand-
stones, locally with conglomerares ar rhe base. The Dorud
Formation lies transgressively on the Mississippian lime-
stones of the Mobarak Formation and older deposits, and
is overlain by limestones of the Ruteh Formation (As-
sereto 1963; Stòcklin 1971 Bozorgnia 1973;Kahler 1974
Jenny-Deshusses 1983; Vachard 1996). The limesrones
with Pseudoscbwagerina and the underlying sandstones
and shales correlare weli with the Zaladu Member.
The E,ast Iran, Cenrral Iran and Alborz secrions
are relatively similar. The Zaladu Member, Vazhnan and
Dorud formations correspond to the single, iarge, latest
Carboniferous-Early Permian (Asselian-Sakmarian) cycle
of sedimentation induced by an extensive transgression.
Prior to this time the Iranian region was above sea-level,
which may have resulted in the absence of rhe Kasimo-
vian and locally Moscovian and Bashkirian deposits, as
demonstrated by the Alborz secrions. Everywhere the
cycle began with the accumulation of frequently red and
variegated clastic deposits and ended with the deposition
of carbonates, mainly shallow-water bioconstructed and
bioclastic limestones.
After the late Sakmarian-Yakhtashian regression,
East Iran, Central Iran and Alborz were again above sea-
ievel. As in many regions of the Tethys, a new rransgres-
sion began there in Bolorian time, when thick carbonate
platforms began to form'(Leven 1994, 1gg7). These are the
formations of Jamal of the Tabas area, Surmaq of the Aba-
deh region, and Ruteh of Alborz. At the bases of the car-
bonates there are conglomerates and sandstones of varying
thickness in combination with bioclastic limestones with
abundant fusulinids. Locally, these beds can be easily dis-
tinguished as independenr srrarigraphic units, e.g. the Bage-
Vang Member. The transgression expanded in the early Ku-
bergandian time of the Late Permian. As a resuk, in many
places the Kubergandian limestones lie on the erosional
surface of deposits older than the Bolorian units. For ex-
ample, in Transcaucasia, Boiorian deposits occur only in the
section of Davali (Leven 1998). They are missing in all the
other sections, and the Kubergandian limesrones, including
frequent basal bauxites, lie on the Mississippian and Devo-
nian deposits (Leven 1998). Similar patrerns are character-
istic of many sections of South Afghanistan, South China,
and Japan (Leven 1994,1997). This is probably true also
for the carbonate formations of Central Iran and Alborz,
such as the Surmaq, Ruteh andJamal formations.
Conclusions
1. The study of fusulinids revealed that the upper
part of theZaladu Member at rhe rop of the Sardar For-
mation comprises deposits of both the Gzhelian Stage of
the Upper Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian) and the Asse-
Iian Stage of the Lower Permian (Cisuralian) 
.
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2. The basal beds of the Jamal Formation (the
Bage-Vang Formation according ro Partoazar 1995) were
proved to be of Bolorian age. So, the Zaladu Member can-
not be assigned to those beds.
3. The results obtained show that the Carbonifer-
ous-Permian sections of East Iran are similar in general
structural peculiarities to other coeval sections of Central
Iran and Alborz. All Gzhelian - Sakmarian deposits are
delimited by unconformities due to breaks, sometimes
long, in sedimentation caused by emersions. The Bolorian
transgression induced everl.where the formation of car-
bonate platforms; the underlying Carboniferous-Lower
Permian deposits are predominantly terrigenous.
Description of the new species of fusulinids
Order Schwagerinida Solovieva, 1 985
Family Triticitidae Dai,ydov, 1986
Genus Rauserites Rozovskaya, 1950
Type species: Triticites stuckenbergi Rauzer-Chernousova, 1938
Remarks. The systematics of the Order Schwager-
inida, especially its early representatives, family Trìticiti-
dae, is very complicated. There is a limited number of
features that can be used in systematic studies. Therefore
we estimate their quantitative characteristics: a degree of
development of chomata, weak, moderate or strong sep-
tal fluting, and so on. Such estimations cannor help be-
ing subjective. This is true for the genus Rawserites that
shows indistinct and ambiguousiy interpreted differences
from the genus Triticites. Rozovskaya (1950) established
Rauserites as a subgenu s oÍ Triticites. However, these taxa
were referred to different phylogenetic lines which branch
off from the subgenus fulontiparus. Darydov (1990) sug-
gested still farther genetic relationships between Rauser-
ites and Triticites: the former genus was proposed to be
descendant of Montiparws, and the latter one, of Protritic-
lres. Bensh (in Rauzer-Chernousova et al. 19geS united the
forms referred by Darydov to the genus Triticites into an
independent genus Scbwageriniformis. Now V Darydov
(pers. comm.) considers Triticites to be the only Ameri-
can genus equivalent o{ Rawserites from the East Euro-
pean and Tethyan sections. Although questionable, this
view was accepted in this paper.
Rauserites infrequentis Leven, n. sp.
Pl. 1, fig. 4,5,8,9; Pl.2, fig. 13
Holotype. GIN 4 /2313. Subaxial section; k an, Zaladtt, Zaladu
Member; sample 2108; late Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian
(Pl. 1, fìg 8).
"", 
."f3;:togy. 
From infrequens (lat.) - infrequently occurring;
Material. 2 axìal, 3 subaxial lnd 2 tangential sections.
Description. Shell of moderate size, fusiform to
thickly subcylindrical, with slightly convex lateral slopes
and bluntly pointed poles. Adult individuals have 5 to 6
volutions and measure 5.3 to 7.0 mm in length and 1.49
to 2.0 mm in diameter; form ratio 3.4 to 3.5. First 3 to 3.5
whorls constituting not very tightly coiled juvenarium,
followed into loosely coiled aduit stage. Spirotheca com-
posed of tectum and fine-alveolar keriotheca; thickness
in fifth whorl 0.04 to 0.05 mm Septa wavy across mid-
dle of shell, becoming irregularly fluted toward poles.
Proloculus relatively small, its outside diameter 0.125
to 0.200 mm. Tunnel narrow in the juvenarium, signifi-
cantly widening outwards. Weak chomata present only
in juvenarium.
Discussion. Rawserites infrequentis n. sp. is closely
similar r.o Rauserites jwcwndws Leven 8r Dai'ydov from
Dawaz, but differs in its less intensively septal fluting and
sharp widening of the spiral of two last whorls. From R.
tabasensis n. sp. this species differs in relatively longer test
and tightly coiled spiral of the first 3-3.5 whorls.
Occurrence and age. Zaladu section, upper part
o{ Zaladu Member, sample 2101, Z1A2 and Zl08; Late
Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian.
Rauserites tabasensis Leven n, so.
Pl.2, fig. 10-12
Holotype. GIN 4773124. Axial section; Iran,Zaladu,Zaladt
Member, sample 299; late Carboniferous (Pennsyivanian), Gzhelian
(P1.2, fis. 10).
Etymology. From Tabas (Iran).
Material. 2 axial and 3 subaxial sections.
Description" Shell of moderate size, elongate fusi-
form, with bluntly rounded poles. Mature specimens
have 4.5 to 5 voiutions and measure 6.5 mm in length
and 1.7 to 2.1 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.5 to 3.2.
Spirotheca composed of tectum and fine alveolar keri-
otheca. Thickness of spirotheca in last volution is 0.08
to 1.0 mm. Septa irregularly and war'y fluted from pole
to pole. Proloculus spherical; its outside diameter is
0.18 to 0.25 mm. Early 2 volutions coiled more tightly
than succeeding volutions. Tunnel low and narrow in
the first two volutions and wide in following volutions.
Veak but clear chomata occur on proloculus and early
3 volutions.
Discussion. Rauserites tabasensis n. sp. is closely
similar ro Rawserites immutabilis (Scherbovich) but the
shell of later is inflated in its middle oart.
Occurrence and age. ZaIadu section, upper part of
Zaladu Member, samples 299 andZlA0; late Carbonif-
erous (Pennsvlvanian), Gzhelian.
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Rauserites fusoideus Leven, n. sp.
Pl. 2. fis. 19.2a
Holotype. GIN 4773/4. Axial section; Iran, Za.ladu, Zaladl
Member, sample Z1O1; late Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelìan
(P1.2, fig.1e).
Etymology. From fusoideus (lat.) fusiform.
Material. 2 axial and 4 subaxial sections.
Description. Shell of moderate size, fusiform to
elongate fusiform with slightly convex lateral slopes and
bluntly pointed poles. Adult individuals have 4.5 to 5.5
volutions and measure 5.0 ro 5.2 mm in length and 1.3
ro 1.45 mm in diameter; form ratio 3.6 to 3 .9 . Spirotheca
composed of tectum and fine-textured keriotheca; thick-
ness in fifth whorl 0.056 to 0.06 mm Septa thin and ir-
regularly and war,y fluted from pole to pole. Proloculus
medium in size, its outside diameter 0.19 mm Tunnel
1ow and narroìÀ/ in early volutions gradually widening
throughout. Small and narrow chomata developed only
in early 2 volutions.
Discussion. Rauserites fwsoideus n. sp. is very simi-
lar to R. concinnus Leven & Davydov from Darvaz, but
differs in its smaller and shorter shell and slightly less
intensive septal fluting. Described species differs from
Rauserites infrequentis n. sp. in regular coiling of the spi-
ral of all whorls, including two last ones.
Occurrence and age. Zaladu section, upper part of
Zaladu Member, samples Z70l and2103; Late Carbon-
iferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian.
Rauserites inobservabilis Leven. n. so.
PI.2, fiq. i/, 18
Holotype. GIN +77 3 / 29. Axial section; Iran, Zaladts, Ziladts
Member, sample Z1O0; late Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian
(P1.2, fig. 17).
Etymology. From inobsenabìlts (lat.) - imperceptible
Material. 2 axial and several tangential sections.
Description. Shell smal1, subcylindrical, with
bluntly rounded poles. Mature specimens have 4 to 5
volutions and measure 3.2 to 4.5 mm in length and 1.1
to 1.3 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.9 to 3.4. Spirotheca
composed of tectum and fine alveolar keriotheca. Thick-
ness of spirotheca in last volutions 0.04 mm. Septa wavy
or irregular fluted across middle of shell, becoming mod-
erately folded toward poles. Proloculus medium, its out-
side diameter 0.15 to 0.16 mm. Tunnel half as high as
chambers, narrow in inner 3 volutions, significantly wid-
ening outwards. Small and narrow chomata developed in
early 3 volutions.
Discussion. Rauserites inobserz,abilis n. sp. resem-
bles R. fusoideus n. sp. but differ in its subcylindrical and
shorter shape of shell with rounded poles.
Occurrence and age. Zaladu section, upper part of
Zaladu Member, sample 21 0a ; Late Carboniferous (Penn-
sylvanian), Gzhelian.
Rauserites sp. 1
Pl.1, fig.16,1z
Material, 2 subexial sectlons.
Remarks. Rauserites sp. 1 is similar to Rauserites
infrequentis n. sp. and to R. fusoideus n. sp., but differs
in its more compact and regularly coiled spiral.
Occurrence and age. Zaladu section, upper part of
Zaladu Membeq samples 2103 andZlaS; Late Carbon-
iferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian.
Rauserites sp, 2
PI.3, fig.6
Material. 1 axial section..
Discussion. Rawserites sp. 2 has a slight similarity
to R. inobseraabilis n. sp., but it differs from the latter
in its larger size, more intensive septal folding and more
developed chomata.
Occurrence and age.
of ZaIadu Member, sample
(Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian.
Zaladu section, upper part
2100: Late Carboniferous
Rauserites (?) persicus Leven, n. sp
PI.2, fig.22; PI.3, fìg. l-s
Holotype. GIN 4773/35. Axial section; Ir:rn, Zaladu, Zaladu
Member, sample Z1O8; late Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian
(PI.3, fig. 1).
Etymology. From Persia - the ancient name of lran.
Material. 7 axial and 2 subaxial sections.
Remarks. The generic assignment of this species
can be a subject of dispute because the true Rauserites
have more developed chomata and different structure of
inner whorls. The weak septal fluting indicating its rela-
tively primitive character prevents refering this species
to the genus Schellwienm.
Description. Shell of moderate to large size, fusi-
form, with straight to slightly concave lateral slopes and
rather bluntly rounded poles. Mature individuals hàve
4.0 to 6.5 mm in length and 1.3 to 2.1 mm in diameter;
form ratio 2.5 to 3.6. Early 2.5 to 3.5 volutions constitute
tightly coiled juvenarium, which followed by abrupt ex-
pansion into loosely coiled adult stage. Spirotheca com-
posed of tectum and fine alveolar keriotheca. Thickness
of spirotheca in last volution is 0.05 to 0.06 mrn. Septa
wavy across middle of sheil, becoming irregularly fluted
toward poles. Proloculus relativeiy small, its outside di-
ameter 0.15 mm. Tunnel narrow in the juvenarium, sig-
nificantly widening outwards. tVeak chomata present on-
ly on proloculus. Axial filiing occur in the polar areas of
ti ghtly coiled ;'uvenarium.
Discussion. Described species differs from other
species of genus Rauserites in tightly coiled juvenarium
with axial filiing.
Occurrence and age. Zaladr section, upper part of
Zalads M embeq s amples Z | 03 and Z | 0 8 ; Late C arbonif-
erous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian.
Genus Quasitriticites Zhuang, 1984
Type species: Quasìtritìcites guizhouensis Zhuang, 1984
Quasitriticites iranicus Leven. n. sp.
PI.4, fig. 16-18
Holotype. GIN 4773/64. Axial section; Iran,Zaladu, Zaladtt
Member, sample 21251 late Carboniferous (Pennsl'lvanìan), late Gzhe-
lian - early Permian (Cisuralian), early Asselian (Pl. a, fig. 17).
Material. 6 axìal and subaxial sections.
Description. Shell moderately large, fusiform,
with straight to slightly convex slopes and bluntly
pointed poles. Mature shells possess 4.5 to 5 volutions,
with first 2.5 or 3 tightly coiled; loosely coiled adult
stage. Shells measure 4 to 6.7 mm in length and 1.5 to
2.8 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.1 to 2.8. Spirotheca
composed of tectum and fine-textured keriotheca; thick-
ness in last whorl 0.07 to 0.1 mm. Septa strongly fluted
in juvenarium and weak fluted in next whorls. Prolocu-
lus moderately size; its outside diameter 0.2 to 0.3 mm.
Tunnel low and rather narrow. Small but clear chomata
present in juvenarium.
Discussion. The described species differs from
Quasitriticites guizbowensis Zhuang and Q. macbangensis
Zhuang in its more elongate and larger shell. Like other
representatives of the genus Quasitriticites, this species
is intermediate between the genera Triticites and Pseu-
doscbwagerina. But from Triticites it differs in sharply
changed volution of the spiral of juvenarium and subse-
quent whorls. True Pseudoscbwagerina àre characrerized
by more distinct change in the volutions.
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Occurrence and age. Za\adu, ZaIadu Member,
samples ZlA2 and 2125; Late Carboniferous (Pennsyi-
vanian), late Gzhelian 
-Early Permian (Cisuralian), ear-
ly Asselian.
Genus Ruzhenzeaites Davydov, 1986
Type species: Scboagerina pailensis var. ferganezsls Dutkevitch,
1939.
Remarks. The genus with the type species Schwage-
rina pailensis var. ferganensis Dutkevitch, 1939 was distin-
guished by Dai,ydov (in Chuvashov et al. 1986) from the
Upper Carboniferous of Fergana. Bensh (1987) considered
it as a synonym of the gents Eoparafusulina Coogan. This is
not correct, in our opinio n. Ruzhenzeplfes well differs from
true Eoparafusulina o{ California in its larger size, larger
proloculus, wider volution, especially of inner whorls, ab-
sence of chomata, and poorly pronounced pseudochomata
observable frequently only in one or ts/o inner volutions.
The genus under consideration is very similar to the ge-
nus Monodiexodina Sosnina. However, true Monodiexodina
show more regularly and lower folded and more developed
cuniculi. In addition, they are younger. It seems Eoparafu-
swlina, Ruzhenzepites and M onodiexodina s/ere originated
in different times and had different ancestors.
Ruzhenzevites ferganensis (Dutkevitch)
subsp. curtus Leven, n, subsp.
Pl. a, fig. 8
Holotype. GIN 4773/55. Axial section; kan, ZaIadu; Zaladu
Member, sample 2102; Late Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian), Gzhelian
(Pl. a, fig. 8).
Etymology. From curtus (lat.) - short.
Material. 5 ax:ial and Z taneential sections.
Description. Shell moderately iarge, fusiform to
elongate fusiform, with bluntly rounded poles and slightly
concave lateral slopes. Mature specimens have 5 to 5.5 vo-
lutions and measure 6 to 7.5 mm in length and 2 to 2.35
mm in diameter; form ratio 2.9 to 3.L. Spirotheca com-
posed of tectum and thin alveolar keriotheca; thickness
in last volution A.07 to 0.025 mm. Septa thin and more
or less regularly folded at basal margins. Septal loops are
semicircular in outline. Cuniculi well developed. Narrow
band of secondary material follows axis, except last volu-
tion. Proloculus moderate in size, its outside diameter 0.2
to 0.35 mm. Tunnel low and fairly wide. Weak chomata
present on proloculus.
Discussion. The described subspecies differs from
Ruzh e n z erL ite s fergan e n s i s fergan en s i s (Dutkevitch) in its
shorter and fusiform shell.
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Ruzhenzevites zaladuensis Leven, n. sp.
Two subspecies can be recognized in this species -
Rwzhenzevites zaladwensis zaladuensis n. subsp. with elon-
gate fusiform shell and R. zaladwensis brevis n crrhch
shell of which is shorter.
Ruzhenzevites zaladuensis zaladuensis
Leven, n. subsp.
Pl. a, fig. 12, 13; Pl. 5, fig. 3
Holotype. GIN 4773159. Axial section; kan,Zaladu' Zaladt
Member, sample 2125; early Permian (Cisuralian), Asselian (Pl. 4,
fig. 12).
Etymology. From Zaladu valley, Iran.
Material. 8 .uirl tecrìons.
Description. Shell moderately large, fusiform
to elongate fusiform, with bluntly rounded poles and
straight to slightly concave lateral slopes. Mature speci-
mens have 5.5 to 6 volutions and measure 10 to 11 mm
in length and 2.5 to 2.7 mm in diameter; form ratio 3.9 to
4. Spirotheca composed of tectum and keriotheca; thick-
ness in last two volutions 0.08 to 0.1 mm. Septa regu-
larly fluted throughout shell. Septal folds are about half
as high as chambers; low cuniculi present in outer volu-
tions. Proloculus medium, its outside diameter 0.25 to 0.4
mm. Tunnel low and wide. Chomata weak, present only
on proloculus. Weak and interrupted secondary deposit
present along axis.
Discussion. Rwzbenzevites zaladwensis zaladuensis
n. sp. and subsp. is close similar to Rwzhenzevites para-
solidws (Bensh) but differs in more gradual elongation of
shell from first to last volutions. It is distinguished from
Ruzhenzevites ferganensis (Dutkevitch) by its more inten-
sive and regular septal fiuting.
Occurrence and age. Zaladu,Zaladu Member, sam-
ples 2125,2127,21.29 and2131; early Permian (Cisur-
alìan). Asselian.
Ruzhenzevites zaladuensis brevis Leven n. subsp.
Pl. s, fig. 1,4-7
Holotype. GIN 4773166. Axial section; Iran, Zaladtt, Zal-
adu Member, sample 2129; early Permian, (Cisuralian), Asselian (Pl.
), rlg. r ),
- 
Etymology. From breois (lat.) - short.
Material. 5 rxial secrionr.
Description. Shell moderately size, fusiform, with
rounded or bluntly pointed poles and straight to slightly
concave lateral slopes. Mature specimens have 5 to 6.5
volutions aand measure 6.9 to 8.5 mm in length and 2 to
2.5 mm in diameter; form ratio 3 to 3.6. Spirotheca com-
posed of tectum and keriotheca; thickness in last voluton
0.07 to 0.08 mm. Septa regularly fluted from pole to pole.
Septal folds are about half as high as chamber; low cu-
niculi present in most volutions. Proloculus medium, its
outside diameter 2 to 3 mm. Tunnel low and wide. Weak
chomata present only on proloculus. Axial filling present
in first 3 to 4 volutions but absent in outer ones.
Discussion. Rwzhenzeoites zaladuensis brevis n.
subsp. differs from R. zaladuensis zaladuensis n. subsp.
in its shorter shell and more developed axial filling.
O ccurrence an d a ge. Zaladu, Z aladt M emb er, s am -
ples 2127, Zl29 and Zl31; Ear|y Permian (Cisuralian),
Asselian.
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PLATE 1
All x 15
Fig. 1-3 - Rauseritesimmutabilis(Scherbovich).Axialsections,GIN4TZ3/1,GIN4773l2andGIN4773l3;ZaladuMember;samplesZ99,Z10Oand102.
Fig.4,5,8,9 - Rauserítesìnfrequentis Levenn.sp.4) subaxial section,GIN4TTSI4,sampleZlA\5) axial sectionGIN4TT3/5,sample2102;8) sub-
axiai section of the holotvpe, GIN 477318, sample Z108; e; subaxial secrion GIN 4773/8, sampIeZ1,A8.
Fig.6,7 - Rauserítes elongatìssimus (Rozovskaya). Axial sections, GIN 4773/6 and GIN 477317;Zaladt Member, sample 289.
Fig. 10 - Rauserítes postarctìcus (Rattzer-Chernousova). Axial section, GIN 477319; Zaladu Member, sample 210C.
Fig. 1 1-13 - Rauserites primlrlzzs (Rozovskaya). Axial sections, GIN 4//3/10, GIN 4Zl3/11 andGIN 477312; Zaladu Member, samplesZ89,ZI03 andZ1.AA.
Fig. 14, 15 -RauseritesvariabilisRozovskaya.Subaxialsections,GIN4TT3l12andGIN4TT3/3;ZaladuMember,sampleZl03.
Fig. 16, 17 -Rauserítessp. l.Subaxialsections,GIN4TT3/13andGIN4773114;ZaladuMember, samples2103and2101.
Fig. 18 - Rauserites lucidus (Rarzer-Chernousova). Subaxial section, GIN 4773115i Zaladu Member, sample 2102.
PLATE 2
Alì x 15
Fìg. 1-3 - Rauserites ishimbaji (Rozovskaya). Axial and subaxial sections, GIN 4ZZ3l16,GIN 4773117 and GIN 4773/18; Zaladu Member, samples
Z1A5,Z10A andZ1.A3.
Fig.a-7 - Rauserítes quentilbts (Zolotova). Axial sections, GIN 4773l19,GIN 47nl2A,GIN 4773121 and GIN 477318; Zaladt Membeq samples
21A1, 2100. 2102 and 21a8.
Fig. 8, 9 - Rauserítes exllrì Rozovskaya. Axial sections,GIN 4773/22 and GIN 4773/23; Zaladu Member, sample 2100.
Fig. 10-12 - Rauseritestabasensis Levenn.sp.Axial sectionsr GlN4773/24 (holotype,fig. 10),GIN 4773/25 andGIN 1773/26;ZaladuMember,sam-
oles 299.21.Aa.
Fig. 13 -kauserites infrequentis Leven n. sp. Axial section, GIN +773127;Zaladu Member, sample 2102.
Fig. 14-16 - Rauserites al[.samaricus (Rauzer-Chernousova).Subaxial sections,GIN4773/28,GIN4773/18andGIN4/73128;ZaladuMember,sampleZl03.
Fig.17, 18 - Rauserites inobseraabiÌìs Leven n. sp. 1Z) Axial section of the holotype, GIN 1773129;18) subaxial section, GIN 4773/3A Zaladu Mem-
ber. sarnole ZlOO.
Fig. 19, 20 - RauserítisfusoideusLevenn. sp. 19)Axial section of the holotype, GIN 4773/4;20) subaxial section, GIN 4273131;ZaladuMember, sam-
ples 2101 anò,2103.
Fig.21,23 - Rauserites elongatissimus (Rozovskaya). Subaxial sections, GIN 4773/32 and GIN 4773/34; Zaladu Membeq samp\esZgg andZ|OA.
Frg.22 -Rauserites(l)persicusLevenn.sp.Axialsection,GlN 4773133;ZaladuMember,sampleZl08.
PLATE 3
All x 15, except fig. 19
Fig. 1-5 - Rauserites (.?) persicus Leven n. sp. Axial sections: 1) GIN 4//3/35 (holotype), 2) GIN +773/35, 3) GIN 4773/36,4) GIN 4773137,5)
GIN 1773138; Zaladu Member, sample 2108.
Fig. 6 - Rauserites sp.2. Axial section, GIN 4773139; Zaladu Member, sample 2100.
Fig.7-9 - Rauserites samaricus (Rauz.er-Chernousova). Axial and subaxial sections, GIN 4773130, GIN 47n/4A and GIN 4773141; Zaladu Member,
sJmDle) Z IUU a.nd Ll0l.
Fig. 10 - Rauserites af|r. pseudolaxws (Igo). Subaxial section, GIN 4773/22; Zaladu Member, sampleZgg.
Fig. 11-13 - Schellwienìaorenburgensis (Dobrokhotova).Subaxial sections,GIN1773l42,GIN4773l13andGIN4ZZ3/18; ZaladuMember,sampleZl03.
Fig. 14 - Kushanella (?) sp. Oblique section, GIN 4773/6;Zaladt Member, sample 289.
Fig. 15 - Schellwienìa a[1. dtssimilis (Scherbovich). Axial sectìon, GIN 4773/44; Zaladu Member, sample 2103.
Fig. 16,i7 -Anderssonites(?)a{f.anderssonisimpLer(Konovalova).Axial sections,GIN4773145and,GIN4773146;ZaladuMember,samplesZlA2andZll3.
Fig. 18 - Schelluienia sp. Subaxial section, GIN 4773147; Zaladu Member, sample 2101.
Fig. 19 - ScheLlwienia a{|. modesta (Scherbovich). Axial section, x10. GIN 4773/18; Zaladu Member, sample 289.
PLATE 4
All xl0, except fig.i 1 and 14
F'ig. 1 - Pseudofuswlina (?) macilenta Leven. Axial section, GIN 4773149; Zaladu Member, sample2126.
Fig. 2, 3 - Pseudofusulina (?) ex gr. macilenta Leven. Axiai and subaxial sections, GIN 4/73150 and GIN 4773/51; Zaladu Member, sample2126.
Fig. 4-7 - Ruzhenzeútes Jèrganensis ferganen sis (Dutkevitch) . 4-6) Axial sections, GIN +773152, GIN +773153 and GIN +773125; Z) tangential sec-
tion, GIN 4773154 Zaladu Member, samples 2100 andZ1.A2.
Fig. 8 - Ruzhenzerìtes ferganensis curtus Leven n. subsp. Axial section of the holotype, GIN 4/73155; Zaladu Member, sample ZIQ2.
Fìg. 9 - Paraschuagerina cl.tianshanenszs (Chang). Subaxial section, GIN 4773/56; Zaladu Member, sample2127.
Fig. 10, 11, 14 - Praepseudofusulinaihensi (Dobrokhotova).Axial sections,GIN4773/57, GIN+273158andGIN 4773/61;ZaladuMember,sample
2125. Fip. I I and l4 xl5.
Fig.12,13 -RuzhenzeztiteszaladuensiszaladuezslsLevenn.sp.andsubsp.Axialsections:12)GIN4773/59(holotype),13)GIN4773l60;ZaladtMem-
ber, sample 2125.
Fig. 15 - Ruzhenzeoites subcyLindricus (Bensh). Axial section, GIN 1773162; Zaladu Member, sample 2131.
Fig. l6-18 - QuasitriticitesiranicusLevenn.sp. 16) Subaxial sectìonsrGiN47Z3/63,axial section, GIN4773/64 (holotype), 18) subaxial secrton4773/
bli zaraou rvretnDer, sample Z- ll).
PLATE 5
Aìl x10
Fig. 1,4-7 -RuzhenzeoiteszaladuensisbrettisLevenn.subsp. 1,4,6,7)Axiai sections,GIN4773/66(holotype),GIN4773/69,GIN4773l71andGIN
477317A;5) tangential section, GIN 4773/7A; Zaladu Member,ZI29,2131 and21,27.
Fig. 2 - Ruzhenzeoìtes parasolidus (Bensh). Axial section, GIN +773167: Zaladu Member, sample21,26.
Fig. 3 - Ruzhenzeoites zaladuensis zaladuensis Leven n. sp. and subsp. Axial section, GIN 4773168; Zaladu Member, sample2129.
Fig. 8, 9 - Pseudoschwagerina velebitica Kochansky-Devidé. Axial snd subaxial sections, GIN 4773/72 and, GIN 4773173; Zaladu Memb er, sample 2126.
Fig. 10, 12 -PseudoschuagerinaparabeedeiRoss.Axial sections,GIN4773/74andGIN4773/76;ZaladuMember,sampleZl2g.
Fig. 1 1, 13-15 - Pseudoschzaagerina uddeni (Beede et Kniker). Axial sections, GIN 4773175, GIN 4773/77, GIN 4773178 and GIN 4773179; Zaladl
Member, samples 2133, 2129,21.33 and2129.
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